People. Systems. Machines.
Manufacturing intelligence turns data into action to drive results

Envision a
15% increase
in utilization
ROI in 90 days with full support
from our team—rollout to shop
floor buy-in
Accessing the data tucked away in your machines is the most
effective way to transform your business – and it pays for
itself. Improving throughput by just 15% can deliver an ROI of
$20,000 per machine, per year.*

• No new infrastructure needed

Empower Your People With Visibility

• With precise data behind them, estimates
and bids are accurate, profitable

For many discrete manufacturers, “visibility” is a timeconsuming process of sifting through reports, correcting bad
data from multiple systems, and even guessing to figure out
what is going wrong on the shop floor. Alora changes all that.
Easily integrated with your existing ERP, Alora provides
visibility into accurate, actionable data, driving informed
decisions from the shop floor to the top floor.
• Accurate, accessible data drives proactive decision making

• Client success team provides Lean
coaching and ramp-up support for faster
adoption

• Simple, intuitive apps enable operator
engagement
• Drive continuous improvement with a
roadmap built on analytics
• Enable the standardization and
automation needed to compete in the
global marketplace

• Touchscreen operator interface collects data in real time
• Focus management’s attention where it has biggest impact
• Configurable, at-a-glance dashboards simplify data and
end death-by-report
• Use data to drive action, speed up escalations, refine
processes and ultimately, deliver results

*Assumes Average Customer Data:
45% baseline uptime, 16-hour day, $75 shop rate.

Ready-to-use templates such as this allow monitoring
of machine utilization for jobs, parts, operators or work
centers to determine what is driving downtime.

Integrate Your Systems and Get More Value
from Your Machines
• Communication with ERP aligns data end-to-end
• Centralized data enables working smarter, not harder
• Real-time comparisons of current production vs. forecast
helps you adjust before a job is done and it’s too late
• Machine data collection regardless of machine age, type,
brand or connectivity
• Real-time alerts with reason code to drive accountability
and escalation
• Create detailed utilization reports by part, job, operator,
program ID, work center, performance
• See real-time dashboards on any device, any time

Alora Fast Start Kit Includes:
• Connectivity hardware needed for machines including
WiFi, wired, or combination
• ERP Data Adaptor to automatically connect machine
data to jobs, operations, targets, etc., in real time (ERP
data collection is required)
• Productivity and Machine Intelligence Package
includes ready-to-use templates tailored for all levels of
the organization plus display and content management
• Client success team oversees professional installation,
technical implementation, hands-on training and support
for full operator adoption

Visit www.datainventions.com
to learn more about Alora
Contact us at 833-255-2725
or sales@datainventions.com

For today’s discrete
manufacturers, visibility
is the difference maker
Reveal production problems, prevent
errors, and phase out defects to improve
productivity, uptime, efficiency, and
utilization across your jobshop.

Let’s discuss how you can
achieve that 15% boost in
throughput
Scan and let’s
get started

